
Transparency Map Shader
 Modeling and Texturing a transparent Beer bottle.

UV Mapping and Adding shaders to the San Miguel Light Beer Bottle.

The model UV map techniques is the same technique as the coke. We will use a 
cylindrical mapping and a planar projection for the bottom faces. 

Select all the faces in the 
front.



go to create UVs> cylindrical Mapping.

 Then select the bottom faces.

Then go to bottom view. Go to Create Uvs>Planar Mapping options box.Make 
sure “Project from camera” is set.



Here is what the 
UV layouts 
should look like.

Now Lets make the texture in 
photoshop. 

Here is my reference texture.
I took the label from the beer 
and captured it in my camera.
The texture is not that clear 
so I re-created the whole 
thing in photoshop.

Here is my finished version 
of the label re-created in 
photoshop.This is the closest  
I could come up with. Its 
included in your “Reference 
or Texture folder/Label.jpg”



Here is the final Beer texture.
When a beer is full, the color is a yellow 
gradient.

Now apple the beer texture file to the 3d 
model.

First Make a blinn shader then create a file texture from the create tab.
Then create a file texture.Then select the file texture, hold the middlemouse 
button then drag to the blinn shader, select “color”.



 Then when the  file 
texture is connected.
Select the “File 
texture” then press 
control-A.

Then find your beer 
texture.

      Final Color Shader 



Then lets apply the shader to our beer model. Woops! the texture seems to 
be stretched.

If this happens to you 
while texturing, donʼt 
worry. To fix it just go 
to photoshop and re-
scale the label. 



   Then re-apply the beer texture until it looks right.

Now we are almost done, but if you look at our reference photo the beer 
bottle is a little bit transparent compared to our CG beer.



To Make a transparency map, just use your photoshop beer texture file to 
make a black and white versions of the beer texture. 

Nope: Keep in mind, the black colors are totally transparent, gray colors are 
slightly transparent  and white colors are opaque.

Here is what the transparency texture looks like.

White color = 
opaque

Gray color = Semi-
transparent.

Black color= 
Totally transparent

 



Then go back to Maya. Go to your hypershade window.
Create another “file texture” from the create tab.
Then press control-A to locate the transparency texture.



For best results, make the 
ambient color “gray”, and 
set the diffuse to .5.

Apply the shader to the beer. I made duplicates so that it would look better.



You can see the bottles are now transparent like the one in the picture.
What you could do to spice things up.

If you play around 
with the other 
attributes in the 
bottom of the blinn 
shader.

Eccentricity 0.155
Spec roll off 1.0
Spec color: orange
Reflectivity : 1
Reflected color: 
yellow.



And go to 
Render Settings.

 

And set the “ray-tracing on” (Raytracing enables all of the reflections and 
refractions in the maya scene) By the way, donʼt forget to put on 3d lights in 
your scene



   Youʼd get a better result! Good Job! Cheers! =)


